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Problem Set #8: Using P* 
 
The scholars who have led the development of p* models for social networks–including Stanley 
Wasserman, Philippa Pattison, Carolyn Anderson, Laura Koehly, Garry Robins, Bradley Crouch, 
and others–have developed a helpful website that provides access to lecture notes, example data 
sets, copies of papers, and software.  The URL for this is: 
 

http://kentucky.psych.uiuc.edu/pstar/index.html 
 
A paper of particular use to those interested in how to implement these models using logit 
regression is  
 

Crouch, Bradley and Stanley Wasserman (1998) “A Practical Guide to Fitting p* Social 
Network Models.” Connections 21, 87-101. 

 
[Fall 2004 note: This website is down and may not be revived as Stan Wasserman has moved 
from the University of Illinois to the University of Indiana. Instead, see the “Support Materials” 
section of the PAD 637 web site for the Crouch et al. paper, the prepstar program, and other 
materials. If you wish to replicate the findings from the Andersen, Wasserman, Crouch paper in 
Social Networks – which is the example I used in class – you should download all of the zipped 
files I put on the website.] 
 
As explained in various papers in this literature, pseudo-likelihood estimates of parameters may 
be obtained by way of logistic regression analysis. (Remember: subsequent research has lead to 
doubts about both the likelihood ratio fit test and the standard errors – use this output with 
caution).  This involves several steps, and software other than UCINET VI.  The process can 
proceed as follows: 
 

1.  Export of network data from UCINET VI or other network analysis program 
 

2.  Preparation of data for logistic regression 
 

3.  Logistic regression analysis, in Stata or other statistical analysis program 
 

4.  Follow-up computations 
 
I discuss each of these stages separately.  I concern myself only with the case of a single, binary 
network; see the p* website for extensions to more complex situations. 
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1.  Export of network data 
 
I assume that network data are already stored in UCINET or some other network analysis 
program.  Your first step in implementing a p* model will be to write these data out in ASCII 
format.  In UCINET, this can be done using the Data/Export/Raw menu.  It will produce a 
simple ASCII data file that can be read by any text editor. 
 
Of course, if your data are not already in UCINET format, there is no special reason to convert 
them to that format for p*; you can just form an ASCII file on your own. 
 
2.  Preparation of data for logistic regression 
 
p* generates pseudo-likelihood estimates for models through logistic regression of a binary 
variable indicating whether or not each network tie is present, on a vector of variables giving 
“difference statistics.”  The difference statistics give the change in the count for a particular 
network microstructure (ties, mutual ties, 2-stars, transitive triplets, cyclic triplets, etc.) induced 
when the tie in question changes from absent to present.  The difference statistics are based on 
straightforward counts of the numbers of various microstructures, but it is tedious to try to 
enumerate them on one’s own. 
 
The p* website (and the PAD 637 website) contains a helpful DOS program called PREPSTAR 
that will perform these computations for you.  It is freeware and you can download it directly 
from the site. 
 
To use PREPSTAR, you will need to edit your network file somewhat.  Consult examples and 
documentation that are downloaded along with PREPSTAR.  Exactly what edits are necessary 
will depend on the difference statistics you request (more editing is required if you wish to make 
some parameters block-dependent, for example). 
 
Since PREPSTAR is a DOS program, you will have to do without certain Windows 
conveniences that you have doubtlessly come to take for granted.  You will find life easiest if 
you place your data file in the same directory as PREPSTAR.  Also, be sure to include the 
complete extension for your data file when responding to the prompt for an input file from 
PREPSTAR (figuring this out can be a project if your Windows default is to “hide extensions” of 
file names). 
 
PREPSTAR produces an ASCII data file suitable for entry into any statistical package.  It will 
have a row for each directed pair in the network, and a large number of columns containing 
various data.  For an example, see the Crouch and Wasserman article, pp. 96-97.  In the example 
I worked, the variables produced in the ASCII file generated by PREPSTAR included the 
following: 
 

a column giving the “problem number” [I did not need this and dropped it directly after 
reading the data into Stata] 
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columns identifying the row and column actors by number 

 
a column giving the value of the binary network tie (1=present, 0=absent) for that row 
and column 

 
difference statistics as follows: 

 
network density/number of relations [1 for all actors, equivalent to constant term] 
mutual dyads 
expansiveness (outdegree) for each of N actors 
popularity (indegree) for each of N actors 
“out 2-stars” [pairing of relations sent by the same actor] 
“in 2-stars” [pairing of relations received by the same actor] 
“mixed 2-stars” [pairings of a relation received by an actor and one sent by the 
same actor] 
transitive triplets 
cyclic triplets 
degree centralization 
prestige centralization 

 
If you have included a “blocking” (mapping assigning actors to subgroups) as part of your input 
to PREPSTAR, additional difference statistics would be generated. 
 
 
3.  Logistic regression analysis 
 
With this data file in hand (usually it will include N(N-1) records), you are ready to transition to 
your preferred statistical package.  I use Stata and so my examples come from there.  If you use 
SAS or SPSSX, you proceed using the appropriate command language for that software. 
 
You begin by reading in the data.  In Stata, this is done with the infile command.  I set up a “do” 
file to guard against retyping due to inevitable mistakes on my part; it read as follows (see also 
the .do file available from the PAD 637 web site): 
 

#delimit ; 
infile prob i j yij density mutual out1-outN in1-inN outstars instars 
mixstars trans cycles decent dgprest avblocd mwinbloc outstarb instarb 
mixstarb tranbloc cylcbloc blocden1-blocdenK dbcent dbgpres using <input 
data file name>; 
#delimit cr 
drop prob 

 
 
In my example, I replaced N in “inN” and “outN” by the actual number of actors in my network 
– so, for instance, “inN” becomes “in24” if there are 24 actors. I also replaced the “blocdenK” 
with a value for K. The number K is determined by who many “blocks” are in your data. For 
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instance, if you used gender to block your data, you would have four possible blocks, so K=4. If 
you have three age groups, then there are nine possible blocks, so K=9. Below is a key to what 
each of the variable headers means: 
 
prob problem# 
i  i (number of sending actor) 
j  j (number of receiving actor) 
yij  Y(ij) 
density density 
mutual mutuality 
out1-outN 24 expansiveness parameters 
in1-inN 24 attractiveness parameters 
outstars out-stars 
instars in-stars 
mixstars mixed-stars 
trans transitive triads 
cycles cyclic triads 
decent degree centralization 
dgprest degree group prestige 
avblocd average block density 
mwinbloc mutuality within blocks 
outstarb out-stars within blocks 
instarb in-stars within blocks 
mixstarb mixed-stars within blocks 
tranbloc transitivity within blocks 
cylcbloc cycles within blocks 
blocden1-
blocdenK 4 block density parameters 
dbcent degree block centralization 
dbgpres degree block group prestige 

 
I then saved the file.  In this example, the “infile “ command is the only essential one (the two 
“#delimit” commands are necessary to make the “do” file work with this many variables).  The 
last statement discards the unnecessary problem number indicator. 
 
With the data entered in this way, all that is left in order to fit p* models is to estimate various 
logit regression models for yij that include the difference statistics of interest.  For instance, to fit 
a simple random graph that is sensitive only to the density of relations, you use the command 
 

logit yij density, nocons 
 
This fits the “volume” parameter only, which depends on network density.  The “nocons” option 
excludes the constant term from the logit regression (since it is identical to the density difference 
statistic).  Alternatively, you can just write “logit yij”. 
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To obtain multiplicative parameter estimates in the odds scale, you can add the option “or” to 
the logistic regression command, though most analysts estimate parameters in the logit scale 
instead, and exponentiate to get multiplicative parameters estimates or “odds ratios”). [If you use 
the “or” option, no parameter for the constant term is produced.  This may be another reason not 
to make use of it.] 
 
To fit a model incorporating a mutuality/reciprocity bias in addition to the volume/density term, 
use the command 
 

logit yij density mutual, nocons 
 
Other models can be estimated via inclusion of the appropriate density statistics.  Be careful; 
some difference statistics are redundant with others (it appears that “in-stars” and the set of 
“indegree parameters” are, for example). 
 
Statistical evaluations of a model can be based on the likelihood ratio chi-square and how it 
differs between different models.  Note that these statistics should be used with some caution, 
since the way in which p* is estimated via logit regression is not a full maximum-likelihood 
approach. 
 
 
4.  Follow-up computations 
 
I have found it useful to follow up estimation of a p* model with a number of supplementary 
computations.  It is usually of interest (to me, anyhow) to see how well a given model manages 
to capture the row and column marginals of the network (i.e., the out- and in-degrees).  To find 
out, obtain the predicted values for each dyad as follows: 
 

predict yhatraw 
 
(this command writes the predicted values from the most recent logit regression to a variable 
yhatraw). Then, obtain the differences between the observed and predicted values of yij (the 
“resideual”) as: 
 

gen resid=yij-yhatraw 
 
To obtain tables giving observed and expected values of the out- and in-degrees, you can use 
Stata’s “table” command: 
 

table i,contents(sum yij sum yhatraw sum resid) 
table j,contents(sum yij sum yhatraw sum resid) 

 
These commands produce tables giving the observed and expected values of the out- and in-
degrees, respectively, as well as an indicator of whether the current model over- or under-
predicts them. 
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To obtain a simple indicator of the total discrepancy between observed and predicted values, you 
can manipulate the “resid” variable as follows: 
 

replace resid=abs(resid) 
table density,contents(sum resid) 

 
This simply computes and prints the sum of the absolute residuals, which should go toward 0 as 
the fit of the model improves.  (The use of “density” in the “table” command is a kludge, 
since density is a constant variable here.) 
 
In the Crouch and Wasserman article (p. 13, 16, 17), you will see a “classification table” 
showing how well the logit model predicts the network ties.  To obtain such a table, one must 
first transform the yhatraw into binary form.  Various prediction rules could be used for doing 
this, but a reasonable starting one is that we predict 1 if yhatraw exceeds 0.5 and 0 otherwise: 
 

recode yhatraw 0/0.5=0 0.5/1=1 
rename yhatraw yhat 

 
Then we count correct predictions as follows 
 

gen correct=0 
replace correct=1 if yij==yhat 

 
Finally, the commands  
 

tab correct 
 
and 
 

tab yij yhat,cell 
 
produce a tabulation giving (respectively) the percent correct classifications and the 
classification table itself. 
 
Since the percentage of cases correctly classified will be affected strongly by the marginal 
distribution of yij, you should get a baseline reading on percent correct by running a simple 
density-only model, and judging the importance of improvements in percent correct by reference 
to this baseline. 
 
I have included all of these follow-up commands in a “do” file called “classify.txt” that reads as 
follows: 
 

predict yhatraw 
gen resid=yij-yhatraw 
table i,contents(sum yij sum yhatraw sum resid) 
table j,contents(sum yij sum yhatraw sum resid) 
replace resid=abs(resid) 
table density,contents(sum resid) 
recode yhatraw 0/0.5=0 0.5/1=1 
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rename yhatraw yhat 
tab yij yhat,cell 
gen correct=0 
replace correct=1 if yhat==yij 
tab correct 

 
After fitting a p* model via the logit command, I simply invoke this “do” file using 
 
do classify.txt 
 
in order to produce all of the supplementary computations discussed in this section. 
 
Another way to create a classification table is to use Excel to visualize the results – see the 
FindingsSummary.xls file available from the PAD 637 website. The first step is to 
calculate another variable that tells us whether the prediction is correct or not: To do this, I 
subtract the predicted presence/absence of a tie – yhat –  from the actual presence or absence of 
a tie – yij, create a new variable, “checker”.  
 
. gen checker =  (yij - yhat) 
 
In this schema, checker will be zero if prediction fits reality. If checker has a “1” for a 
given dyad, then a “false absence” is predicted by the model. If checker has a “-1”, then a 
“false presence” is predicted by the model. 
 
I then cut three variable from Stata – i, j, and checker – (go into the Stata’s data editor in 
order to do the cut) and paste them into an Excel spreadsheet. From there, it is possible to either 
write a small Visual Basic program that can construct an N x N matrix from the three columns or 
data or use a set of cell formulas to construct the table. The final step is to use the “Conditional 
Formatting…” command in Excel’s “Format” menu to color the cells. In my example, properly 
predicted cells are left white; “false presence” cells are colored blue, and “false absence” cells 
are colored red. One may also calculate the precentage of each actors outgoing and incoming 
cells are properly predicted – remembering that only N-1 cells are possible in each row and 
column (since the prime diagonal is set to zero by default). 
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